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AN OVERVIEW OF THE “LEARN-FEEL-DO” CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR MODEL
The LEARN – FEEL – DO HIERARCHY MATRIX
The LEARN-FEEL-DO HIERARCHY MODEL, also known
as the FCB Matrix, was proposed by Vaughn and his colleagues in the 1980s at Foote, Cone and Belding. According to the model, a marketer has to choose appropriate

HIGH INVOLVEMENT

1

3

LOW INVOLVEMENT

promotion strategies for different kinds of product/service offerings; the advertising medium should relate to
the product category.

Informative

2

A) high-low involvement and
B) thinking-feeling

Affective

(THINKER)

(FEELER)

cars, real estate, etc.

jewelery, cosmetics, fragrance

(infrequent buying items)

(tied to self-esteem)

Model: learn-feel-do

Model: feel-learn-do

Habit Formation

4

Self-Satisfaction

(DOER)

(REACTOR)

stationary, groceries, soaps, deo

newspaper, liquor, soft drinks

(to satisfy personal need)

Model: do-feel-learn

Model: do-learn-feel

THINKING

FEELING

Source: Adapted from “Vaughn, R., The Consumer Mind: How to Tailor Ad Strategies” The Advertising Age, June, 1980 IN Lindquist, J.D. and Sirgy,
J.M., Shopper, Buyer and Consumer Behavior, Theory and Marketing Applications, Second Edition, 2003, Bizantra.

The LEARN-FEEL-DO HIERARCHY MODEL focuses on consumer decision making. The concept centers on the notion
that some purchases are backed by a good deal of thinking
and cognition, whereas other purchasing decisions are based
on feelings and emotions. Through this method, all consumer choices are linked to three different components: information, attitude and behavior. Decision making can be
broken down into two dimensions:

The LEARN-FEEL-DO model represents the order of perceptions and emotions experienced by a consumer. This hierarchy model has various important implications for marketers. For example, providing information about a brand
can directly lead a consumer to make a purchase. Further,
encouraging the consumer to experience a state of heightened emotions can encourage him or her to deeply forge a
connection with a brand.
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Consumer Behavior Model continued
Each strategy model listed requires a different corresponding type of advertising. For example, consumers shopping
for products in the Informative category require valuable information, as factual information is the most relevant. Those shopping for products in the Affective category require

for their emotions to be aroused. This typically takes place
best through tactile experiences which deliver facts and are
entertaining. When it comes to Habit Formation, it is best
for marketers to provide consumers with facts and entertainment focused on creating a strong sense of brand recall.

As illustrated in the Matrix, each cell or product category is
unique and requires a different form of marketing communication. This concept can be explained as follows:

“THE LEARN – FEEL – DO HIERARCHY MATRIX” differentiates between four product categories:

1.) INFORMATIVE or THINKER:

2.) AFFECTIVE or FEELER:

Real estate, for example, is by nature a product that requires high involvement and high
thinking. The strategy model is: LEARN-FEEL-DO.

In this case, the feeling factor is more important than information and thinking; when buying jewelry, perfumes or cosmetics, people are drawn to products through their emotions.
Each consumer becomes a “feeler” about the product.
The strategy model is: FEEL-LEARN-DO.

3.) HABIT FORMATION or DOER:
When buying items like stationary, soap, or deo consumers usually show a low level of
involvement and thinking. A purchase decision is formed based on habits. In this case, consumers tend to be loyal to brands simply out of habit.
The strategy model is: DO-LEARN-FEEL.

4.) SELF-SATISFACTION or REACTOR:
Products such as cigarettes, liquor and movies belong in this category; consumers buy
such products to satisfy personal tastes. Often their purchases are driven by peer influence and social pressure. The strategy model is: DO-FEEL-LEARN.

CONCLUSION:
Based on this Matrix, cosmetic and personal care products
shall primarily be promoted according to the FEEL-LEARNDO Model. When developing promotional strategies, cosmetics industry marketing executives need to choose adver-

tising media, promotional material that meets the behavior
patterns of their target consumer. In this case, they must
target the consumer‘s emotions and enable potential customers to „feel“ the product on some level.
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The “Learn-Feel-Do” Model‘s Impact on the Cosmetics Industry
Each of the four product categories mentioned in the
LEARN-FEEL-DO MATRIX requires a different form of marketing communication. Whether a cosmetic product falls
into the ”Informative”, ”Affective” or ”Habit Formation”
group category of the model also depends on the specific
market positioning of the brand and, of course, the product
itself.

AFFECTIVE:
Most products of the cosmetics industry fall into
the Affective category.
When buying such products, consumers turn into

INFORMATIVE:

feelers; experiencing and touching a product is
the most important part of the process. Secondly, consumers learn about their beauty needs

This term refers to a product category that turns

as a direct result of that emotional connection

a consumer into a “thinker.”

and experience the unique “Beauty Moment of

What does this mean for a marketer in the cos-

Truth”. This very emotional experience results

metics industry? This knowledge is important,

from a tactile interaction and educates the con-

because “thinkers” need to learn about a product

sumer in the process. The impact of what they

first. This reaction is particularly true for brands

have learned shows in the resulting buying deci-

which are positioned in the high end, e.g. anti-

sion. Once they have learned about their needs,

Cosmetic products, such as soap and deodorant,

age creams with expensive ingredients, such as

purchasing the product recommended based on

fall into this category.

gold, or creams which use new pro age techno-

their test results becomes easy. There are multi-

When it comes to these types of products, peop-

logies. However, after the initial steps involving

ple benefits to this process. First, the marketer

le don’t spend so much time thinking about what

learning these consumers need to also feel and

can choose a promotion that enables interac-

they shall buy. Their decision is made out of a

experience a product before making a purchase.

tion. Secondly, marketers enable consumers to

routine habit. However, learning and feeling are

first feel, and secondly learn about a product.

still essential parts of the process.

DOER:

Last but not least, satisfied consumers will share
STRATEGY MODEL: LEARN-FEEL-DO

this information with others, and are likely to buy
again.
STRATEGY MODEL: FEEL-LEARN-DO

STRATEGY MODEL: DO-LEARN-FEEL
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What exactly is a “Moment of Truth”?
Jan Carlzon, who managed Scandinavian SAS Airlines, initially coined the term in 1987. He referred to “moments of
truth” as every encounter a company has with a consumer.
These moments are quite valuable as a consumer‘s impression of a brand takes place in just seconds. Carlzon‘s book
“Moments of Truth: New Strategies for Today‘s CustomerDriven Economy” had a huge impact on the business world
and can be read online at http://www.harpercollins.com/
browseinside/index.aspx?isbn13=9780060915803.
The
book contains many powerful concepts that still hold true
today.1
Carlzon‘s concept was taken a step further by P & G (Procter
& Gamble) in 2005, as they developed the concept of the
First Moment of Truth, which occurs in a store as a person
views a product on the shelf. P & G noted that it is vital to

capture and hold onto the shopper’s attention while he or
she is actually in the store, as this is where 70% of buying decisions take place. At the time, a Wall Street Journal article
described P & G‘s philosophy and wrote, „Procter & Gamble
Co. believes shoppers make up their mind about a product in
about the time it takes to read this [sentence].“2
The Second Moment of Truth takes place after the sales experience. It deals with consumers, as they are fixated on the
experience and the nature of the product in question. The
Second Moment of Truth occurs when the customer uses
the product and experiences how it works and whether or
not it lives up to its promises. This step also includes the
all-important process of the customer sharing information
with others.

The Zero Moment of Truth, or ZMOT, developed by Google and Shopper Insights, is a new and revolutionary concept
that also builds upon Carlzon‘s model. ZMOT refers to the
fact that consumers educate themselves before making a
purchase by researching products online with their computers, smart phones and tablet devices, read reviews, and
even looking for coupons. They will visit corporate sites, review sites, blogs and a range of other sources. All these activities shape their buying decision and take place before they
enter a store. In today‘s marketplace, consumers approach
decision-making in a new manner.

The Evolution of the Moment of Truth Concept
1)

Scandinavian SAS Airlines’ Jan Carlzon,
coins the term

2)

P & G expands the concept to include
The First Moment of Truth

1

3)

Google develops the ZMOT or Zero Moment of Truth

4)

USP further builds on the concept, creating the BMOT
(Beauty Moment of Truth)

Stimulus

ZMOT

FMOT

SMOT

Zero Moment of Truth

First Moment of Truth

Second Moment of Truth

Pre-Shopping
In-store
In-home

Shelf
In-store

Experience
At-home

Carlzon, Jan. (1987). Moments of Truth: New Strategies for Today‘s Customer-Driven Economy. New York: Ballinger Pub Company.

2

The Digital Signage Insider, Using in-store advertising to win the First Moment of Truth (FMOT)

Retrieved from http://www.wirespring.com/dynamic_digital_signage_and_interactive_kiosks_journal/articles/Using_in_store_advertising_to_win_the_First_Moment_of_Truth__FMOT_-247.html (accessed February 1, 2013)
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The Cosmetics Industry’s “Moment of Truth”
Every „moment of truth“ that a consumer experiences is
likely to directly influence the buying decision. As a result,
it only makes sense for brands to learn each and every moment that a potential customer experiences. When it comes
to personal care products, there is actually one more moment of truth in addition to the ones described above. It is
called the “Beauty Moment of Truth” or BMOT.

The BMOT Model:

What is the BMOT? It is the valuable moment during which
consumers a) have a tactile experience and b) learn about
their beauty traits and needs. The Beauty Moment of Truth is
a highly emotional interaction between YOUR BRAND and
your target consumer. This concept is also commonly referred to as the „A-HA Moment of truth.“

YOUR BRAND

The Beauty Moment of Truth involves:
- Interaction
- Emotion / Feeling
- Information / Learning
- Discovery
- Revelation
- A transformation in consumer
perception – one that gears potential
customer’s thinking towards a product.
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The Impact of the “Beauty Moment of Truth” (BMOT)
In a world that is increasingly digital, touch has
gained a new relevance. Consumers also need to
get value out of an interaction. The BMOT supports a client‘s decision at the First, Second and
Zero Moment of Truth. Ideally, this should be an
interaction that consumers share with others. All
of this is possible via the BMOT.

The true power of the BMOT resides in the creation of the
consumer‘s A-HA moment.

BMOT and its impact on consumer
behavior models:

BMOT and its influence on moments of truth:
The A-HA moment takes place either at home or in-store.
Creating a level of interaction is the key, and it makes all the
difference in influencing the First and Second Moment of
Truth, as well as the Zero Moment of Truth.
BMOT influencing the First Moment of Truth:
The consumer feels & learns about a product at the POS.

BMOT influencing the Zero Moment of Truth:
Feeling a product, learning about it, choosing the products
that meets a consumers’ individual beauty trait = satisfied
consumer who buys again. The best: the consumer will share
this info online via social media & blogs. As brand advocate
he/she is totally committed to your brand, affecting others.

BMOT influencing the Second Moment of Truth:
A consumer who experienced the A-Ha moment, had a tactile experience with a brand, learned about his/her beauty
traits, and bought the product that meets his/her needs
best. Right product = product meets expectations, also at
home.

BMOT

The matrix of the “Learn-Feel-Do Hierarchy Matrix” shows
that “feeling” and “learning” are two major components of
the Informative, Affective and Habit Formation cells. Depending on the product category, marketers shall use a
corresponding blend of promotional strategies. The Beauty
Moment of Truth offers benefits for the Learner, the Feeler
and the Doer. It creates a tactile experience (feeling, touching), the option for consumers to learn either about personal beauty traits or about a new technology. Last but not
least, the BMOT creates brand awareness and brand recall.
Stimulus

ZMOT

FMOT

SMOT

Zero Moment of Truth

First Moment of Truth

Second Moment of Truth

Pre-Shopping
In-store
In-home

Shelf

Experience
At-home
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Study Result on Consumer Aquisitation and Brand Confidence:
The Beauty Moment of Truth goes far beyond just being a
theory on paper. Various research studies have taken place
to verify that marketing concepts, such as using test strip
tools, truly do have an profound impact on the buying experience in the cosmetics industry.
Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School investigated the
impact of USP skin type test strips on overall consumer experience and then identified how the test strips served to
influence brand satisfaction and sales. There were 240 participants in the study, which obtained numerous insightful
results.

THE STUDY RESULT:
USP Test Strip Impact on Consumer Experience:
70,6%

Higher Consumer Acquisition Potential –
70,6 % of consumers involved in the survey felt inclined to buy brands that use USP
test strips.

What is a USP „skin test strip”?

80,1%

30,8%

Brand Confidence Increase –
80,1 % of the participants gained increased confidence in the brand conducting the
beauty trait test.

Brand Advocacy Growth –
The study saw 30,8 % of consumers convert to brand advocates. This means these consumers would then recommend to their peers the brand that provided the test strips.
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Study Results – continued
THE STUDY RESULT:
USP Test Strip Impact on Brand Recall Effect:
Magazines remain an important avenue for beauty/personal care brands to reach out to consumers. This meets the

LEARN-FEEL-DO, as well as the FEEL-LEARN-DO strategy
model.

The study:

Key Finding Two - It was revealed that using a branded
USP Skin Type Strip with a magazine ad increased the confidence to buy from that specific brand by 86.4%.

A special focus group was conducted by the
Management School to verify the Recency & Recall of the
USP test strip when it is included with a beauty magazine
advertisement. The key findings:

Key Finding One - Ads without an included USP test
strip have a recollection rate of less than 40%. However,
75% of the participants remembered brands that had a USP
test strip included with their ad.

40%

86,4%

CONCLUSION

Through engaging consumers in a
kinaesthetic, hands-on experience,
the study proved that USP Solutions
supports the marketing endeavours
of its clients to achieve brand satisfaction and boost sales.

75%

Value Proposition of the USP Test Strips:
-

Create awareness

-

Build trust

-

Brand confidence

-

Establish brand advocacy

-

Consumer education

-

Ease of use

-

Fun (emotion)
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Applications Meeting the Cosmetics Industry’s Requirements
Integrating “Touch“ and “Feel“ into Marketing Campaigns

Advertising/Media Channel Recommendations:

From the “Learn-Feel-Do Hierarchy Model,” we learned that Marketers need to choose different media channels,
depending on the product category of the product which they intend to promote:

TABLE:
PRODUCT CATEGORY

ADVERTISING/PROMOTIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

END GOAL
Magazine inserts

INFORMATIVE

factual relevance

provide valuable information

AFFECTIVE

facts and entertainment

arise an affective state, emotion

HABIT FORMATION

facts and entertainment

maintain brand loyalty, create brand recall

Sampling/Direct mail

SUMMARY
Magazine Inserts, Sampling Packages, Direct Mailings, POS, In- and On-Pack are media and promotion
channels that meet the requirements of the cosmetics industry’s product groups/categories best.
However, it is important to note that the advertisements must include a “device”; this should be a
“test” which provides facts, as well as entertainment.
The chart to the right recommends advertising and media channels, including a USP test device.
Through using the most relevant tools and appealing directly to consumers in the proper marketing
categories, cosmetics industry executives have the unique opportunity to profoundly impact the
shopping experience.

POS

In-Pack/On-Pack

GLOBAL LEADING

Demo Development
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We protect brand activation investments by demonstrating the
product truth in an engaging & tangible way.
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